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Abstract. The present paper presents researches on combustion quality for a

Diesel single cylinder engine. The tests ware made on an AVL single cylinder

test bed for gasoline and diesel engines. In this case, it was used an AVL 510 cc

Single Cylinder Engine Type 5402. The quality of the combustion for this

engine was analyzed and compared with the theoretical principles. During the

test was noticed that the main engines parameters are variable for 100 engine

cycles. The variation occurs in function of the air temperature, air/fuel mixture

formation, cooling system variation, combustion start moment and several

engine design parameters. In order to increase the combustion quality, some

measures can be applied: using different injection strategies; varying the

advance angle of the spark related to TDC; varying the quantity of fuel injected

per engine cycle; optimization of combustion chambers.
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1 Introduction

In order to obtain data and optimize solutions for GDI engines, a research program was

developed at Transilvania University of Brasov, ICDT - Research & Development

Institute. The research stand is an AVL single cylinder test bed for gasoline and Diesel

engines. For the present paper, the tests was made on a AVL CR Diesel Single Cylinder

Research Engine 5402. The single cylinder can be setup in several configurations (with

multipoint injection, with direct injection, with turbocharger). The mixture formation

and combustion processes of the fuel can be monitored through the test bed component

software, AVL FIRE Commander 7.06c - IAV [2].

2 Combustion Quality Evaluation for Diesel Engines

In Fig. 1 is presented the typical data for cylinder pressure, fuel injector needle lift and

fuel pressure in the nozzle gallery through the compression and expansion strokes of a

direct injection Diesel engine. The rate of fuel injection can be obtained from the fuel

pressure, cylinder pressure, nozzle geometry, and needle lift profiles by considering the

injector as one ormore flow restrictions. There is a delay between the start of injection and

start of combustion. The pressure rises rapidly for a few crank angle degrees, then more

slowly to a peak value. Injection continues after the start of combustion. The general
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shape of the rate of heat release curve is typical of this type of DI engine over its load and

speed range [5].

Estimates of the rate at which fuel and air mixture with composition within the

combustible limits is produced in Diesel sprays under typical engine conditions, based

on a variety of turbulent jet models of the spray show that mixing rates and burning

rates are comparable in magnitude. Estimates of characteristic times for the turbulent jet

Fig. 1. Cylinder pressure p, injector needle lift I, and injection system fuel line pressure pi, as

functions of crank angle for small Dl diesel engines (Source: B. Heywood, Internal Combustion

Engine Fundamentals, p. 503)

Fig. 2. Cylinder pressure variation in function of combustion quality (Source: W. Pulkrabek)
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mixing processes in diesel combustion chambers show these to be comparable to the

duration of the heat release process, and much longer than characteristic times for

evaporation and the combustion chemical kinetics (Fig. 2) [3, 4].

3 Used Equipments

The researches presented in the present paper ware made on a AVL CR Diesel Single

Cylinder Research Engine 5402 with following specifications:

– Bore: 85 mm; Stroke: 90 mm.

– Displacement: 510 cm3.

– Max. speed: 4200 rpm.

– Max. firing pressure: 180 bar.

– Max. BMEP: 14 bar at 2300 rpm supercharged.

– Max. output: 19 kW at 4200 rpm supercharged.

– Compression ratio: 17:1.

The test bed have some other components and systems: AVL Engine Control Unit

(AVL ETU 427); Coolant and conditioning Unit 577; AVL Fuel mass flow meter -

Type Flex Fuel; AVL Fuel temperature control; Intake Air Consumption Measurement

Device; Particle Evaluation - Micro Soot Sensor Continuous Measurement of Soot

Concentration; AVL PUMA Open Test bed Automation (Fig. 3) [1].

Fig. 3. Engine parameters read from the AVL PUMA Open Test bed Automation
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The used software for intake and combustion process optimization is AVL FI2RE

Commander 7.06c – IAV. AVL FIRE was developed to solve the most demanding flow

problems in respect to geometric complexity and chemical and physical modelling.

FIRE offers a comprehensive computational fluid dynamics solution: a powerful set of

modules, features and capabilities, pre-and post-processing integrated in a common

environment and workflows and methods effectively supporting the use of the software

to solve any problem accurately [2].

The software used for engine parameters monitoring is AVL Indicom software.

During cycle based data acquisition the value of cycle time must vary all the time.

4 Research Methodology

The engine was tested in controlled laboratory conditions. The used fuel was Diesel

Petrom Standard. The atmospheric temperature was constant maintained at 18°C.

The test was made for 50 % load and for 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 and 3500 rpm

engine speeds. The intake parameters are controlled by set the number of injections. In

this case it was used only two injection phases (first pilot injection and main injection)

from a maximum of for possible phases. The fuel mixture was adjusted by varying the

amount of fuel injected per cycle (injection period - μs). The ignition time was set in

crank angle degrees before top dead centre. The engine combustion quality was tested

for 100 engine cycles.

Fig. 4. The intake and combustion features for AVL CR Diesel Single Cylinder Research

Engine 5402, for 50 % Load and 1500 rpm
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The parameters changes were made to obtain an optimal single cylinder pressure

curve and more optimal combustion (no detonations). In the Fig. 4 are presented the

intake and combustion features for AVL CR Diesel Single Cylinder Research Engine

5402. The upper window presents the parameters for intake and combustion quality:

combustion quality, combustions with more than 50 % efficiency and excess air

coefficient (mixture quality).

The main window presents the injection time (in function of engine crank angle and

TDC) and engine cylinder pressure.

The paper presents researches on combustion quality for an experimental single

cylinder Diesel engine. The tests ware made on a AVL single cylinder test bed for

single cylinder engines. In this case, it was used a AVL 510 cc Single Cylinder Engine

Type 5402. The quality of the combustion for this engine was analyzed and compared

with the theoretical principles. During the test was noticed that the main engines

parameters are variable for 100 engine cycles.

In the following diagrams are presented the variation of engine cylinder pressure

for 100 engine cycles.

From Fig. 5 results that the cylinder pressure varies for all tested regimes for all 100

cycles. The biggest variations are registered when engine runs at 2000 and 2500 rpm.

We can connect this variations with air/fuel mixture inside of combustion chamber.

The mixture (lambda) is expressed as an electric parameter (an electric impulse value -

expressed in Volts).

Fig. 5. Variation of engine cylinder pressure for 100 cycles, for 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 and

3500 rpm engine speeds
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Figure 6 presents the variation of fuel/air mixture for all 100 engine cycles and for

the same engine regimes (50 % load and 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 and 3500 rpm engine

speeds).

It results that the cylinder pressure varies for all tested regimes for all 100 cycles.

The biggest variations are registered when engine runs at 2500, 3000 and 3500 rpm.

In this condition we can conclude that the fuel/air mixture can influence the quality

of combustion for the analyzed engine.

5 Conclusions

In the research tests made on the experimental engine, a large set of data were collected

for the analysis of combustion quality and efficiency. The combustion quality can be

expressed by a set of graphical parameters, among which the most important is the

engine cylinder pressure. For functional conditions there were recorded 100 engine

cycles, at different engine regimes. It was observed a variation of cylinder pressure

curve in function of the excess air coefficient and indicated mean effective pressure.

In order to optimize engine operation and for a high quality of combustion we can

take the following measures:

– using an injection strategy with three or four phases;

– varying the advance angle of the spark related to TDC;

– varying the quantity of fuel injected per engine cycle;

– optimization of combustion chambers.

Fig. 6. Variation of carburant mixture for 100 cycles, for 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 and 3500 rpm

engine speeds
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All these strategies can be tested using the software component AVL FI2RE

Commander 7.06c – IAV.

Another set of measures can be related to modelling the combustion chambers.

There has always been extensive debate over the optimum Diesel engine combustion

chamber design. There are a large number of options for cylinder head and piston

crown shape, spark plug location, size and number of valves, and intake port design.

The major combustion chamber design objectives which relate to engine perfor-

mance and emissions are:

– a fast combustion process, with low cycle-by-cycle variability, over the full engine

operating range;

– a high volumetric efficiency at wide-open throttle;

– minimum heat loss to the combustion chamber walls;

– a high fuel cetane requirement [6].
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